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plate being served as the insertion passage for the typing
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plate in order to normally maintain the distance be
tween a printer head and the surface of the typing sheet
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adapted to move the printer forward and backward, and
a motor for rotating the cam shaft. A spring is disposed
between the frame plate and the base in order to nor

constant. The cam shaft is provided on one end thereof
with a cam disc which, while pressing a cam face

thereof against a supporting roller disposed on the base
side, is rotated to push the whole frame plate upward
against a pull-force of the spring to spread the space of
the insertion passage when the printer is moved forward
toward a typing start position by the cam shaft, and
which release the pushing-up action exerted to the
frame plate in order to lower the frame plate toward the

base side when the printer, while maintaining its typing
action, is moved backward toward the start position.
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and the frame plate is served as the insertion pas

PRINTING DEVICE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

sage for the typing sheet;
(2) the frame plate is provided thereon with a printer
adapted to print such data as time, numbering, etc.
5

This invention relates to an improvement of a print

ing device so-called “side printer" for typing data of

on the inserted typing sheet, a cam shaft adapted to
move the printer forward and backward, and a
motor for rotating the cam shaft;

(3) a spring is disposed between the frame plate and
the base in order to normally pull the frame plate

time, serial numbers (numbering), etc. on a side portion

of an inserted typing sheet (typing card) along its insert

toward the base side, a rubber stopper being dis
posed to a bottom surface of the frame plate in

ing direction.
2. Brief Description of the Prior Art
The conventional printing device so-called “side
printer" adopts a method for typing time, serial num

order to normally maintain the distance between a

printer head and the surface of the typing sheet
constant; and

bers, etc. on a typing sheet inserted into a space between
a type wheel and a hammer.

' (4) the cam shaft is provided on one end thereof with
cam disc which, while pressing a cam face thereof

However, the conventional printing device of the
type mentioned above had the following shortcomings.
Since the typing is effected bt the hammer, the typing
sound is large, and since the type wheel is speci?ed to
the one mounted, one printing device cannot be used for

both time and serial number typing, for example, and
the type wheel must be changed each time when the
types are required to be changed. This is very inconve
nient, indeed, in practical use. Therefore, in order to 25
obviate the above shortcomings, a different type of
printer such as dot printer is used as typing means in
stead of the type wheel in recent time.

against a supporting roller disposed on the base
side, is rotated to push the whole frame plate up
ward against a pull~force of the spring to spread the
space of the insertion passage when the printer is
moved forward toward a typing start position by
the cam shaft, and which releases the pushing-up
action exerted to the frame plate in order to lower
the frarrie plate toward the base side when the

printer, while maintaining its typing action, is
moved backward toward the start position.

The respective component elements (1) through (4)

exhibit the following functions.
The component element (1) makes it possible to
adjust the space of the insertion passage by moving
the frame plate upward and downward along the
guide shaft, thus enabling to insert a typing sheet
easily be changed to a machine having both time and
having any thickness.
serial number typing functions. However, a typing ma
The component element (2) makes it possible to
chine using this printer has the following shortcomings. 35
print such data as time and numbering using only
If the distance between the printer head and the typing
one printer acting as the typing means. Further

Although the above-mentioned printer has such di
versity as that the typing sound is small compared with 30
a printing device using a type wheel and simply by
changing the typing mode, one printing device can

sheet is not maintained normally constant, since the

more, the element (2) makes it possible that since a

typing pressure is changed with the result that the
printed characters are uneven in shade, it is required to
use only a typing sheet having a predetermined thick
ness or otherwise it is required for such printing device
to have means for adjusting the distance so that the
distance can be adjusted depending on the thickness of
a typing sheet to be used before typing. Since the typing
sheet to be used is limited, the printing device lacks
wide use. In addition, operation is complicated and
troublesome.
The present invention has been accomplished in
order to obviate the above-mentioned shortcomings.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

typing unit comprising the printer, the cam shaft
for moving the printer and the motor for rotating
the cam shaft is mounted on the frame plate, the
unit can move upward and downward along the

uide shaft together with the frame plate.

is

to pull it downward. On the other hand, the frame

plate pulled down by the spring makes it possible to
$0

serial numbers can be printed in uniform shade simply 55

by inserting a typing sheet and without requiring such
troublesome operation as adjusting the thickness of a
,

In order to achieve the above object, the present
invention provides a printing device in which upon 60
insertion of a typing sheet into an insertion passage, a

printer is actuated to print such data as time and serial
numbers (numbering) on a side portion of the typing

sheet, the improvement including the following compo
nent elements:

(1) a frame plate is movably mounted on a guide shaft
erected from a base for movement upward and
downward, and a space formed between the base

typing position by the pulling force of the spring
which acts on the frame plate in such a manner as

It is thereof an object of the present invention to
provide a printing device, in which a typing sheet hav
ing any thickness can be used, and such data as time and

typing sheet.

The function of the component element (3) is as
follows. The printer head can be set normally in a

print such data as time and numbering in uniform
shade because the distance between the printer
head and the typing surface can be normally main
tained constant irrespective of the thickness of the
inserted typing sheet and the printer head, i.e. the
distance between the printer head and the typing
surface can be maintained constant by the rubber

stopper.

@ By virtue of the component element (4), when the
printer is moved forward toward the typing start
position, since the cam disc pushes up the whole
frame plate against the pull force of the spring to
spread the distance between the printer head and

the inserted typing sheet, the printer head (typing
ribbon) can be prevented from contacting the typ
ing sheet. On the other hand, when the printer is
moved backward while maintaining its typing ac
tion, since the pushing-up action is released to per
mit the frame plate to be lowered by the pull force
of the spring and the rubber stopper presses the

3
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surface of the typing sheet to maintain a predeter
mined distance, there can be obtained a clear typ

ing under a predetermined typing pressure.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The novel features believed characteristic of the pres
ent invention are set forth in the appended claims. The
invention itself, however, as well as a preferred mode of

use, further objects and advantages thereof will best be
understood by reference to the following detailed de
scription of an illustrative embodiment when read in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:
FIG. 1 is a side view showing the appearance of a

printing device according to the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a front view thereof;
FIG. 3 is a side view showing the internal structure of

4

connected with the gear 12, 130 a mounting shaft for
rotatably mounting the gear 12 and the cam shaft 13 on
the frame plate 7, and 13b a cam groove formed in the
peripheral surface of the cam shaft 13 and adapted for

the use of moving the printer.
Next, the reference numeral 14 denotes a guide shaft
disposed between the front and rear plates 70 and 7b
across the frame plate 7, and 15 a framework movably
mounted on the guide shaft 14, and 15R and 15? respec
tively denote a typing ribbon case and a printer (dot
printer) which are mounted within the framework 15.
Similarly, the reference numeral 15G denotes a guide
roller projecting from a rear surface portion of the

framework 15, the guide roller 156 being engaged in
the cam groove 13b of the cam shaft 13 in order to move

the framework 15 with the printer 15G and typing rib

the printing device of the present invention;

bon case 15R mounted thereon forward and backward
along the guide shaft 14 in accordance with a full rota
FIG. 5 is a side view showing a state where a printer
tion of the cam shaft 13. When the framework 15 with
20 the printer 15G and typing ribbon case 15R mounted
is moved forward;
FIG. 6 is likewise a side view showing a state where
thereon is moved backward, in other words, when the
the printer is moved backward;
framework 15 is moved in the right-hand direction in
FIG. 7 is a schematic view for explaining a state
FIG. 6, time data, serial numbers, etc. are printed on the
where a whole frame plate is pushed up by a cam disc;
inserted typing sheet T by the printer 15?.
and
25
The reference numeral 17e denotes a rack mounted
FIG. 8 is likewise a schematic view for explaining a
on the frame plate 7. The rack 17e is meshed with a
state where the pushing-up action made by the cam disc
ribbon feed gear 16 of the typing ribbon case 15R, so
is released.
that when the framework 15 is moved forward toward

FIG. 4 is a plan view thereof;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
EMBODIMENT
One preferred embodiment of a printing device ac
cording to the present invention will be described in

the typing start position by the cam shaft 13, in other
words, when the framework 15 is moved in the left
hand direction in FIG. 3, the typing ribbon is fed by the
function of a one-way clutch (not shown), and, on the
contrary, when the framework 15 is moved in the right
hand direction in the drawing, the typing ribbon is not

detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
FIG. 1 is a side view ofa printing device (side printer) 35 fed. The reference numeral 160 denotes a gear feed
according to the present invention, and FIG. 2 is a front
view thereof. In FIGS. 1 and 2, the reference numeral 1
denotes a body of the printing device, 2 an insertion
mouth for a typing sheet T, 3 a switch for a typing

motor (which will be described later), which is turned
on pushed by the inserted typing sheet T, 4 a display
portion for displaying date and time, and la an inspec
tion window formed in a part of the body 1.
FIG. 3 is a side view showing the internal structure of
the printing device and FIG. 4 is a plan view thereof. In 45

handle.

The reference numerals 15S and 155 respectively
denote guide stoppers projecting from a bottom surface
of the framework 15, while 17 and 17 respectively de
note rubber stoppers disposed on a bottom surface of

the frame plate 7. The stoppers 15S and 17 press the
upper surface of the inserted typing sheet T during the
typing operation of the printer ISP in order to normally
maintain the distance between the printer head 15Pa
and the surface of the typing sheet constant.

FIGS. 3 and 4, the reference numeral 5 denotes a base
?xed to a bottom portion within the body 1, and 6 a
supporting frame erected on a rear surface portion of

a disc cam projecting from one end face of the cam shaft

bent inwardly at right angles.

the pulling function of the spring 9 and the dead weight

On the other hand, the reference numeral 18 denotes

13. The peripheral surface of the cam disc 18, which is
the base 5, guide shafts 8, 8 erected on both sides of the
rotated integrally together with the cam shaft 13, is
base 5 being supported at upper end portions thereof by 50 normally pressed against the peripheral surface of the
a supporting piece 60 of the supporting frame 6 which is
supporting roller 9 disposed on the base 5 side both by
Next, the reference numeral 7 denotes a frame plate
of the frame plate 7, so that the frame plate 7 is moved
supported by guide shafts 8, 8 in a cantilever fashion and
upward and downward relative to the base 5 in accor
movable upward and downward relative to the base 5. 55 dance with the rotation.
The reference numerals 7a and 7d denote a front and
More specifically, in FIGS. 7 and 8, the reference

rear plates of the frame plate 7, respectively. A spring 9
adapted to normally pull down the whole frame plate 7

numerals 18a and 18b respectively denote large and
small diameter portions of the cam disc 18, while the
reference numerals 18c and 18d respectively denote a

toward the base 5 side is disposed between a mounting
piece 7b projecting from an upper portion of the rear 60 typing start position portion and a start position portion
plate 7d and a mounting piece 6b projecting from a
which are formed between the large and small diameter
lower side of the supporting frame 6.
portions 180 and 181;. When the printer 15? is moved
The reference numerals 10, 10 respectively denote
forward toward the typing start position in accordance
mounting plates for mounting various members con
with the rotation of the cam shaft as shown in FIG. 5,
nected to the base 5, 11 a typing motor mounted on the 65 the whole frame plate 7 is pushed up by the large diame
frame plate 7 in such a manner as to be integral with a
ter portion 180 disposed between the start position por
reduction gear 11a, 12 a gear which is driven for rota
tion 18d of the cam disc 18 and the typing start portion
tion by the typing motor 11, 13 a cam shaft integrally
180 as shown in FIG. 7 in order to spread the distance
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between the plate 7 and the base 5, Le, the space of the

sheet and the distance between the printer head and the
surface of the typing sheet is maintained constant by the
rubber stopper to thereby maintain the typing pressure

-

insertion mouth 2 as shown in FIG. 5. On the other

hand, when the printer is moved backward toward the
start position likewise in accordance with the rotation
of the cam shaft 13 as shown in FIG. 6, since the small
diameter portion 18b of the cam disc 8 is brought into
contact with the supporting roller 19 to release the
pushing-up action as shown in FIG. 8, the whole frame

constant. Accordingly, there can be effected a clear

typing in uniform shade on a typing sheet having any
thickness normally under a predetermined pressure.
Therefore, the present invention can suitably applied to
various kinds of typing machine or printing machine

plate 7 is likewise lowered to bring the printer head
ISPa into a close vicinity of the typing surface of the

such as time stamp, time recorder, etc.

Although the present invention has been described
with reference to a speci?c embodiment, this descrip

inserted typing sheet T as shown in FIG. 6, so that the
printer 15? can start typing.
In FIGS. 7 and 8, the reference numeral 7fdenotes an

tion is not meant to be construed in a limiting sense.
Various modifications of the disclosed embodiment as

insertion hole for the supporting roller 19, which is
formed in the frame plate 7.
Since the constitution of a printing device according

well as alternative embodiments of the present inven
tion will become apparent to those skilled in the art

upon reference to the description of the invention. It is
therefore contemplated that the appended claims will

to the present invention is such as mentioned above,

when the switch 3 is turned on-after the typing sheet T
cover any such modi?cations or embodiments that fall
is inserted into the insertion mouth 2 as shown in FIG.
within the true scope of the present invention.
5, the motor 11 is actuated to rotate the cam shaft 13 20
What is claimed is:
counterclockwise in FIGS. 7 and 8, and in the state the
l. A printing device in which upon insertion of a
frame plate 7 is pushed up from the base 5 by the cam
typing sheet into an insertion passage, a printer is actu
disc 18 likewise as shown in FIG. 5, the framework 15
ated to print such data as time and serial numbers on a
with the printer 15F and the typing ribbon case 15R
side portion of the typing sheet, the improvement com
mounted thereon is moved forward in the left-hand 25 prising:
direction in the drawings toward the typing start posi
a frame plate is movably mounted on a guide shaft
tion.
erected from a base for movement upward and
Then, when the framework 15 is moved backward in
downward, a space formed between said base and
the right-hand direction in FIG. 6 in accordance with
the rotation of the cam shaft 13, the pushing-up action
made by the cam disc 18 is released to permit the whole
frame plate 7 to be lowered both by the pull-force of the
spring 9 and dead weight thereof until the rubber stop
per 17 is brought into contact with the surface of the

said frame plate being served as said insertion pas

sage for the typing sheet;
said frame being provided thereon with a printer
adapted to print such data as time and serial num
bers on the inserted typing sheet, a cam shaft

typing sheet. As a result, the typing made by the printer 35
15? can be effected in uniform shade with a certain

adapted to move said printer forward and back
ward, and a motor for rotating said cam shaft;

a spring disposed between said frame plate and said
base in order to normally pull said frame plate

typing pressure and clearance.
The printer 15?, which has been moved forward and
backward together with the framework 15 in accor
dance with a full rotation of the cam shaft 13 as men 40

tioned above, is stopped movement in a position where

the whole frame plate 7 is slightly pushed up by a full

toward said base side, a rubber stopper being dis
posed to a bottom surface of said frame plate in
order to normally maintain the distance between a
printer head and the surface of the typing sheet
constant; and

rotation ofthe cam disc 18, so that the typing sheet T on
which typing is already made can be removed and a
new typing sheet T can be inserted.
45

As described in the foregoing, according to a printing
device of the present invention, when the printer is
moved forward toward the typing start position from
the start position upon insertion of a typing sheet, the
whole frame plate with the printer mounted thereon is
pushed up by the cam disc in order to spread the dis
tance between the printer head and the typing sheet. On
the contrary, when the printer is moved backward
toward the start position from the typing start position,
the whole frame plate is lowered to bring the printer 55
head into the close vicinity of the surface of the typing

65
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said cam shaft being provided on one end thereof
with a cam disc which, while pressing a cam face

thereof against a supporting roller disposed on said
base side, is rotated to push said whole frame plate

upward against a pull-force of said spring to spread
the space of said insertion passage when said
printer is moved forward toward a typing start
position by said cam shaft, and which releases the
pushing-up action exerted to said frame plate in ,

order to lower said frame plate toward said base

side when said printer, while maintaining its typing
action, is moved backward toward the start posi
tion..
.
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